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Abstract. A virtual machine for low-level video processing in the Actor Prolog object-oriented logic language was developed. The principle of operation of this machine is the following one: (1) The machine keeps a sequence of commands of the low-level video processing. This sequence of commands is to be applied to every frame of the video. The loading of these commands into the machine is performed using predicates of the VideoProcessingMachine built-in class. (2) The machine keeps internal data arrays that are related to various sub-stages of the low-level video processing. Currently, the following sub-stages of the processing are implemented in the machine: preprocessing of the frame; processing of the frame in the pixel representation; selection of and processing the foreground pixels in the frame; extraction and tracing the blobs in the sequence of the frames. (3) The machine supports a stack of masks of foreground pixels. This stack enables the processing of different groups of blobs using different methods of image processing. (4) The result of the processing of different groups of blobs using different methods of image processing. (4) The result of the processing the frame of the video is a set of graphs that contain information about the movements of the blobs as well as other attributes of the blobs in the video scene during given time interval.

1. Introduction

Early research projects in the area of image processing and analysis by the means of the logic languages were linked with the appearance of efficient implementations of the Prolog language several decades ago [1–3]. These projects implemented technical possibilities to connect the Prolog language with the hardware and/or software libraries for image processing. One can enumerate the following reasons that make the logic programming attractive for image processing; these ideas were implemented in various combination in the projects [1,2,4–9]:

(i) The formulae of the first order logic (that is, the formulae containing the object variables) are convenient for the declarative description of the temporary and spatial relations between the elements of the image to be analyzed.

(ii) The logical formulae are convenient for the creation of composite descriptions of the graphic scenes and objects on the base of simple descriptions. These composite descriptions can be quite complex, but in any way, the human can investigate and understand them.

(iii) The logical formulae can be generated automatically by the means of the inductive logic programming [10] and other techniques; this idea is useful for solving various problems in the area of machine learning.

One of the basic problems that complicate the practical implementation of these ideas is a contradiction between the enumeration-of-possibilities principle implemented in the logical
inference and the necessity of the fast and efficient processing the graphics data. For instance, the backtracking mechanism that is typical for the logic languages recovers the previous state of the variables and composite data structures in the logic program, when the program has to investigate a new path of the execution. This principle is simple and efficient from the implementation point of view. However, the application of this principle to the image analysis causes a necessity to store copies of the image in the memory during the processing. This is necessary to implement the recovery of previous states of the images during the backtracking of the logic program; after the recovery, the program can try another way of the image processing.

This problem is solved in different ways in various logic programming projects. It is obvious, that the simplest solution of the problem is to avoid the storing the copies of the images during the logical inference. This approach was implemented in an early project [2]. Note that avoiding the image storing may violate or may not violate the declarative semantics of the logic programs. One can consider the built-in predicates that modify the images as always true statements; in this case, the image modification can be considered as a side effect of the execution of these true predicates. One can name this idea as the insertion of *out-of-logic operations* to the logic language. The problem of this approach is in that it can violate the declarative semantics of the logic program if one applies image processing operations that read (but not only modify) the state of the image, for instance, the intensity and/or colors of pixels. The declarative semantics will be violated if the logic program depends on the state of the pixels that it can modify. It is clear that most of the practical logic programs are of this kind.

The capability of the backtracking the logic programs that operate with the images is probably the main advantage of the connection of the logic programming with the image processing. In particular, it was the reason of why the team of the project [2] has implemented the idea of the backtracking the state of the images after several years [3,11].

Later on, the same problem has arisen in the area of intelligent visual surveillance systems [12]. The main reason of using logical rules in these systems was the possibility to declare complex situations and events (such as a stealing, an attempt to deceive an access control system, etc.) in a compact and understandable way. However, the problem of logical inference on the images was complicated by the fact that the intelligent video surveillance systems imply the real-time processing the sequence of frames, but not single images.

It is interesting that the complication of the problem of logical processing became a stimulus for the development of more complex, but more realistic approaches to the solution of the problem. The necessity of the real-time image processing was an essential reason for the separation of the low-level and high-level stages of the image processing. For example, in the experimental system [12], all preliminary video processing operations (including background subtraction and extraction of blobs) was moved out of the logical inference. In this system, the results of the low-level image processing are converted to the atomic formulae (so-called facts of the logic program) and analyzed using the convenient backtracking mechanism of the Prolog language.

A similar approach was applied in the project of the logic programming the intelligent video surveillance systems based on the Actor Prolog logic language [13–22]. In the framework of this project, one distinguishes the low-level video processing stage (that is, background subtraction, extraction of blobs, tracing the blobs, detection of intersections between the tracks of the blobs, etc.) and the high-level stage of the video processing. The former stage is implemented using specialized built-in classes of the logic language that were written in Java. The latter stage is implemented by the rules written in Actor Prolog.

Initially, the *ImageSubtractor* built-in class was developed and implemented in the Actor Prolog language that solves major tasks of the low-level video analysis:

(i) The preprocessing of the video including the 2D Gaussian filtering, 2D rank filtering, and background subtraction based on a simple Gaussian model of the background.
(ii) The extraction of the blobs and estimation of the coordinates and instantaneous velocities of the blobs.

(iii) The computation of the trajectories of the blob movements. The trajectory of the blob is separated into segments; the intersection of the trajectories is considered as the beginning and/or endpoints of the segments.

(iv) The detection and elimination of the trajectories of static and slow objects. It is useful to exclude slow objects from the analysis in some applications to decrease the search space and the size of the data structures describing the video scene.

(v) The computation of the graphs of the blob trajectories and the transformation of them to the terms of the Actor Prolog logic language. These data structures contain information about the coordinates and velocities of the blobs as well as values of special statistical metrics that describe the softness of the movements of the blobs [13,19].

The means of the ImageSubtractor built-in class are enough for solving simple tasks of the intelligent visual surveillance. However, this class provides a strictly defined sequence of low-level image processing operations that is not a kind of universal and flexible approach. The experience of the logic programming the video analysis has revealed the necessity of more flexible means of the low-level image processing. In particular, one needs to form special sequences of low-level operations for solving special video analysis problems. For instance, in the applications of the monitoring the laboratory animals, it is necessary to operate simultaneously with blobs of various kinds; each type of the blobs requires the application of different methods of image preprocessing and extraction of the blobs.

In this paper, a new built-in class VideoProcessingMachine is considered that was developed in the Actor Prolog logic language for solving the problems of the low-level video processing described above. This class implements a virtual machine for the low-level video processing. In the second section of the paper, the architecture and basic principles of operation of this machine are considered. In the third section of the paper, an example of the logic program is discussed that uses the VideoProcessingMachine built-in class for the low-level video processing.

2. The Architecture of the Low-Level Video Processing Virtual Machine

The VideoProcessingMachine built-in class implements a kind of a virtual machine for the low-level video processing. The principle of operation of this machine is the following one:

(i) The machine keeps a sequence of commands of the low-level video processing. This sequence of commands is to be applied to every frame of the video. The loading of these commands into the machine is performed using special predicates of the VideoProcessingMachine class. After the loading of the commands, the sequence is repeated automatically for every incoming frame until the sequence will be updated by the programmer.

(ii) The machine keeps internal data arrays that are related to various sub-stages of the low-level video processing. Now the following sub-stages of the processing are implemented in the machine: preprocessing of the frame; processing of the frame in the pixel (matrix) representation; selection and processing of the foreground pixels in the frame; extraction and tracing the blobs in the sequence of the frames. Creation and conversion of the internal data arrays are implemented automatically in the course of the processing of the frame.

(iii) The machine supports a stack of masks of foreground pixels. This stack enables processing of different groups of blobs using different methods of image processing and blob extraction.

(iv) The result of the processing every frame of the video is a set of lists/graphs that contain information about the movements and other attributes of the blobs in the video scene during given time interval.
### Table 1. The architecture of the Video Processing Machine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-stage of the processing</th>
<th>Commands of the virtual machine</th>
<th>Internal arrays of the machine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preprocessing of the frame</td>
<td>Extract a sub-image; Resize the image; Gaussian filtering; etc.</td>
<td>An image (the <code>BufferedImage</code> class of the Java language)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processing of the frame in the pixel representation</td>
<td>Select a channel in HSB/RGB space or the grayscale channel; Smooth the image; Compute gradients; Normalize pixels; etc.</td>
<td>A matrix of pixels (the <code>int[][]</code> data type of the Java language)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection and processing of the foreground pixels in the frame</td>
<td>Push a new mask of foreground pixels into the stack; Pop the top mask from the stack; Add to the mask pixels corresponding to given conditions; Eliminate from the mask pixels corresponding to given conditions; Subtract background using given algorithm; Implement rank filtering of the foreground mask; Erode the mask of the foreground pixels; Dilate the mask; etc.</td>
<td>A mask of the foreground pixels (the <code>boolean[][]</code> data type of the Java language)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extraction and tracing the blobs in the frames</td>
<td>Extract blobs using given algorithm; Fill the blobs; Select blobs corresponding to given conditions; Trace the movements of the blobs; Compute color histograms of the blobs; etc.</td>
<td>Lists of coordinates and other attributes of the blobs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional processing the tracks of the blobs</td>
<td>Select tracks corresponding to given conditions; etc.</td>
<td>A list of tracks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The list of the sub-stages of the low-level video processing implemented in the machine as well as the list of corresponding commands and internal data arrays are shown in Table 1.

With relation to the declarative semantics of the logic language, the virtual machine is a kind of *out-of-logic means* of the language, that is, the built-in predicates of the `VideoProcessingMachine` class are the true statements and have no direct impact on the execution of the logic program. The creation and implementation of the sequences of the low-level video processing commands is a side effect of these predicates. Surely this is not an acceptable explanation of what is the declarative semantics of the logic program that processes a video. Nevertheless one can guarantee the mathematical soundness and completeness of separate sections of the video processing logic program when it is necessary. For instance, the programmer can divide the logic program into two parallel communicating processes (two logic programs). The first process has to create a sequence of low-level video processing commands and control the virtual machine. The second process has to analyze graphs computed by the virtual machine. The system of these two processes has no declarative semantics itself, but each separate process has a clear declarative semantics and the programmer can guarantee the soundness and completeness of each separate logic program. Note that the programmer has to make additional efforts to avoid infinite looping in the logic program to guarantee the completeness of the program.
3. An Example of a Logic Program Analyzing a Video

Let us consider an example of a logic program written in Actor Prolog that extracts blobs of given types in a video. The program has to create a dialog window to demonstrate the sequence of the frames and results of the detection of the blobs of the following types: electroencephalographic (EEG) cap on the head of a laboratory rat that connects the head of the rat with EEG cable, green and blue objects placed in the cage in the course of a laboratory test (see Figure 1).

![Figure 1](image.png)

**Figure 1.** A laboratory rat investigates new objects in the cage. The logic program has detected three blobs in the video: EEG cap that connects the head of the rat with EEG cable, a green object, and a blue object placed in the cage. The data are coming from the Institute of Higher Nervous Activity and Neurophysiology of RAS.

Let us use the FFmpeg built-in class that links Actor Prolog with the FFmpeg open library to read the video file. The main class of the logic program is a descendant of the FFmpeg class. The name slot of the class contains the name of the video file. Besides, the Main class includes auxiliary slots vpm, dialog, graphics_window, image1, and image2:

class 'Main' (specialized 'FFmpeg'):
  constant:
    name = "rats.avi";
  internal:
    vpm = ('VideoProcessingMachine');
    dialog = ('DemoPanel',
              graphics_window);
    graphics_window = ('Canvas2D');
    image1 = ('BufferedImage');
    image2 = ('BufferedImage');

The vpm slot contains an instance of the VideoProcessingMachine class. The dialog class contains a dialog window. The graphics_window slot contains a graphics window intended for displaying video frames and blobs. The image1 and image2 slots contain instances of the BufferedImage built-in class that is intended for storing and transfer of the graphics data arrays.

The goal statement of the logic program (goal) loads commands to the instance of the VideoProcessingMachine class, then opens the dialog window, and initiates reading the video file:

```prolog
CLAUSES:
goal:-!,
    store_VPM_program,
    dialog ? maximize,
    start.
```
The store_VPM_program predicate loads a sequence of commands to the virtual machine using special predicates of the VideoProcessingMachine built-in class. Note that the program uses different low-level processing algorithms for extracting blobs of different types. The coordinates of EEG cap and the objects placed in the cage are detected using different sub-spaces in the Hue-Saturation-Brightness (HSB) color space.

store_VPM_program:-
  -- Suspend the video processing and delete all commands:
  vpm ? suspend_processing,
  vpm ? retract_all_instructions,
  -- Assign the size of blob borders:
  vpm ? blb_set_blob_borders(15,15),
  -- Create a new foreground mask:
  vpm ? msk_push_foreground,
  -- Select pixels corresponding to given interval of hue:
  vpm ? msk_select_foreground('HUE',185,245),
  -- Select pixels corresponding to given interval of saturation:
  vpm ? msk_select_foreground('SATURATION',50,255),
  -- Select pixels corresponding to given interval of brightness:
  vpm ? msk_select_foreground('BRIGHTNESS',0,150),
  -- Erode the mask by 2 pixels:
  vpm ? msk_erode_foreground(2),
  -- Dilate the mask by 2 pixels:
  vpm ? msk_dilate_foreground(2),
  -- Extract blobs of the cap type:
  vpm ? blb_extract_blobs('cap','TWO_PASS_BLOB_EXTRACTION'),
  -- Select the biggest blob:
  vpm ? blb_select_superior_blob('FOREGROUND_AREA'),
  -- Fill gaps in the blobs:
  vpm ? blb_fill_blobs,
  -- Pop the mask from the stack:
  vpm ? msk_pop_foreground,
  -- Assign the size of blob borders:
  vpm ? blb_set_blob_borders(1,1),
  -- Create a new foreground mask:
  vpm ? msk_push_foreground,
  -- Select pixels corresponding to given interval of hue:
  vpm ? msk_select_foreground('HUE',111,138),
  -- Select pixels corresponding to given interval of saturation:
  vpm ? msk_select_foreground('SATURATION',50,255),
  -- Erode the mask by 2 pixels:
  vpm ? msk_erode_foreground(2),
  -- Dilate the mask by 2 pixels:
  vpm ? msk_dilate_foreground(2),
  -- Extract blobs of the green_object type:
  vpm ? blb_extract_blobs('green_object','TWO_PASS_BLOB_EXTRACTION'),
  -- Select the biggest blob:
  vpm ? blb_select_superior_blob('FOREGROUND_AREA'),
  -- Fill gaps in the blobs:
  vpm ? blb_fill_blobs,
  -- Pop the mask from the stack:
  vpm ? msk_pop_foreground,
vpm ? msk_select_foreground('HUE',147,183),
-- Select pixels corresponding to given interval of saturation:
 vpm ? msk_select_foreground('SATURATION',103,255),
-- Erode the mask by 2 pixels:
 vpm ? msk_erode_foreground(2),
-- Dilate the mask by 2 pixels:
 vpm ? msk_dilate_foreground(2),
-- Extract blobs of the blue_object type:
 vpm ? blb_extract_blobs('blue_object','TWO_PASS_BLOB_EXTRACTION'),
-- Select the biggest blob:
 vpm ? blb_select_superior_blob('FOREGROUND_AREA'),
-- Fill gaps in the blobs:
 vpm ? blb_fill_blobs,
-- Pop the mask from the stack:
 vpm ? msk_pop_foreground,
-- Resume the video processing:
 vpm ? process_now.

When a new frame is received from the video file, the frame_obtained predicate is invoked automatically in the logic program. The logic program informs the FFmpeg built-in class using the commit predicate that it is going to process the frame. Then it loads the content of the frame into the image1 object using the get_recent_image predicate. The process_realtime_frame predicate of the VideoProcessingMachine class is used to transfer the frame to the Video Processing Machine. Note that the arrays of the video data remain inside the built-in classes all the time during the data processing that is necessary to ensure the effectiveness of the low-level image processing.

frame_obtained:-
 commit,!,
 get_recent_image(image1),
 vpm ? process_realtime_frame(image1),
draw_scene.

After that, the draw_scene predicate is called. This predicate accepts a list of blobs from the Video Processing Machine and displays the blobs in the dialog window. The predicate informs the Video Processing Machine by the commit predicate that it needs data structures describing the blobs in the current video frame. Then it accepts the content of the video frame using the get_recent_image predicate and the list of the blobs using the get_blobs predicate. The image and blobs are displayed in graphics_window using predicates of the Canvas2D built-in class:

draw_scene:-
 vpm ? commit,
 vpm ? get_recent_image(image2),
 image2 ? get_size_in_pixels(IW,IH),
 vpm ? get_blobs(BlobList),
 graphics_window ? suspend_redrawing,
 graphics_window ? clear,
 graphics_window ? draw_image(image2,0,0,1,1),
 draw_blob_list(BlobList,IW,IH),
 graphics_window ? draw_now.

The list of the blobs is unrolled by the draw_blob_list predicate and each blob is drawn in the window as a colored rectangle:

draw_blob_list([],_,_,_).

draw_blob_list([Blob|Rest],IW,IH):-
 draw_blob(Blob,IW,IH),
 draw_blob_list(Rest,IW,IH).

draw_blob_list([],_,_,__).
The blob is described using an underdetermined set \([23]\) of Actor Prolog that contains information about the type, coordinates, width, height, and other attributes of the blob:

\[
draw\_blob(Blob,IW,IH):-
\]

\[
Blob == \{\text{type:Type,x:X0,y:Y0,width:W1,height:H1|\_}\},
\]

\[
X2 == (X0 - W1/2) / IW,
\]

\[
Y2 == (Y0 - H1/2) / IH,
\]

\[
W2 == W1 / IW,
\]

\[
H2 == H1 / IH,
\]

\[
\text{select\_blob\_color(Type,Color)},
\]

\[
\text{graphics\_window} ? \text{set\_pen}\{\text{color:Color, lineWidth:3}\},
\]

\[
\text{graphics\_window} ? \text{draw\_rectangle}(X2,Y2,W2,H2),
\]

\[
\text{fail}.
\]

\[
draw\_blob(_,_,_).
\]

The \textit{select\_blob\_color} predicate defines the colors of the rectangles to be used for drawing the blobs:

\[
\text{select\_blob\_color('cap','Cyan')},
\]

\[
\text{select\_blob\_color('green\_object','DkGreen')},
\]

\[
\text{select\_blob\_color('blue\_object','Navy')}
\]

This plain example illustrates both the low-level video processing and the high-level video processing, as well as the usage of the Video Processing Machine for extraction and handling blobs of various types in the video.

4. Conclusion

A new method of the low-level video analysis in the logic language is developed and implemented. The advantage of this method is that one can form specialized sequences of low-level video processing commands for various video analysis applications. One can operate with the blobs of different kinds simultaneously, that is, apply different algorithms of image preprocessing and blob detection to the blobs of different kinds. The developed method is implemented in the \textit{VideoProcessingMachine} built-in class of the Actor Prolog object-oriented logic language. The software is freely available on the Web Site \([22]\). The source codes of the \textit{VideoProcessingMachine} built-in class are published in the GitHub repository \([24]\).
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